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Figure 4: Time Taken to Add Metadata
Timeline and ontomedia:Occurrence).
The class ontomedia:Item is subclassed into ontomedia:-
Physical Item and ontomedia:Abstract Item. ontomedia:-
Abstract Items describe concepts, ideas and other entities
which do not have a physical presence. This includes onto-
media:Trait and ontomedia:Being Trait which describe
traits of the entity such as physical appearance, age, gen-
der, species, material et cetera. An ontomedia:Physical -
Item can be any type of corporeal object.
For use in ﬁction ontomedia:Being class was extended to
ontomedia:Character. Entities of the ontomedia:Character
type are deﬁned as ﬁctional entities which have a personal-
ity. For example a toaster would be a type of ontomedia:-
Physical Item, a subclass of ontomedia:Item, whereas the
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Figure 5: Additional Time For Semantic Metadata
talkie toaster from the television show Red Dwarf and the
related books would be classed as an ontomedia:Character
despite having the physical appearance of a toaster.
An ontomedia:Occurrence is a speciﬁc instance of an
event which occurs within a single ontomedia:Timeline.
The reason for this is that any ontomedia:Inexpressible -
Content can have a ontomedia:Timeline associated with
it. It is therefore likely that more than one ontomedia:-
Timeline instance will need to be deﬁned for any given
work. One event will therefore occur on multiple onto-
media:Timelines but the relationship between the events
on any given ontomedia:Timeline will not necessarily be
the same as on any other ontomedia:Timeline. For exam-
ple if we deﬁne one ontomedia:Timeline to describe the
events which occur in the narrative and another to describe
the events chronologically these two will diﬀer whenever we
encounter a ﬂashback’ or one of the characters mentions ei-
ther a historical event or something from their past. This
ﬂexibility regarding time is especially important when de-